Abstract: Commodity markets are substantial for the shape of the world economy and experienced numerous structural changes over the span of last decades. The financial sector of the economy started to play the commanding role. The prices became more volatile as more and more financial investors began to speculate on commodity markets. Such process combined with other crucial factors leads to market abuses, decreasing transparency of trade and excessive speculation. These issues surged and were mostly observed during the subprime mortgage crisis and in the period straight after it. The policymakers around the globe made an effort in order to diminish those effects and introduced a new policy framework towards commodity markets. This paper focuses on current works and actions taken by the European Union policymakers and their United States counterparts.
Introduction
Commodity markets and trading of commodities are broadly recognised in economics and their significant role in the shape and growth of world economy is undoubted. Commodity markets just like the economies and financial markets have experienced numerous structural changes over the last few years. Dynamic fluctuations of commodity prices were observed in the first decade of XXI century.
Moreover, the commodity prices play important role, in particular for developing countries that are often dependent on the import of basic commodities such as food and fuel. That is why the implications empowered by dynamic commodity price changes (price volatility) may be harmful for the food and energy supply, economic development and even poverty in those countries. This has been especially visible in the recent food crises when the food prices in 2007/08 soared. The prices of main agricultural commodities such as wheat, rice, corn and soybeans doubled (FAO, 2009 ). Not only this type of commodities observed severe price changes, but also other like precious metals, crude oil or natural gas (IMF, 2013) . Such volatility can lead to major difficulties in managing business operations as well as whole economies, especially the least developed ones (UNCTAD, 2012).
The arising price volatility and decreasing market transparency create an urge in creating surveillance policies for commodity markets. The purpose of this article is to present and review the current works and actions taken by the European Union policymakers with reference to their United States counterparts. This paper bases on initiatives and regulations proposed by the Expert Group on Agricultural Commodity Derivatives and Spot Markets working by the European Commission and the Commodity Derivatives Task Force functioning within the European Securities and Markets Authority. On the other hand, for the US framework the Commodity Future Trading Commission and Securities Exchange Commission activity was used as a reference.
Structural changes in the world economy and commodity markets
Over the span of last decades the world economy has been a subject for numerous structural changes. The role of the markets in the economies increased while the governmental sector lessened. The governmental sector in the economies decreased while the role of the markets has surged. Global trade boosted ninefold from 4.1 trillion USD in 1980 to 36.9 trillion USD in 2012 (own calculations based on a database of World Trade Organisation (2013)). The financial markets also commenced to be more significant, thus from 1990 until 2010 the outstanding amount of assets on equity and bond markets quadrupled. Beside the total value of those assets, their relation towards gross domestic product (GDP) also grew. In 1990 assets accounted for about 256% of world GDP and in 2010 it was already 356% of the world GDP (Roxburgh et al., 2011) .
In economic literature at least three factors can be blamed for these changes are occurring most commonly. These are globalisation, neoliberalism and financialisation. While the first two drivers are broadly spoken in literature, there are still not so many discussions regarding financialisation. In recent years various professors have taken an attempt to define this new term.
According to Stockhammer (2010) under financialisation there are hidden numerous issues such as increasing debts of households, growing earnings from financial operations or worldwide surge in mobility of capital. Falkowski (2011) on the other hand describes it as a term used to describe the changes of relations between the real and financial sector in economy where the latter starts to play the commanding role. Another interesting definition was created by Krippner (2005) , according to whom financialisation should be understood as a way of accumulation of capital which profit making takes place in mainly through financial channels boosted by new financial instruments not as previously through mercantile and production channels. Nevertheless, probably the most complete definition of this term was introduced by Epstein (2005, p. 3): "it means the increasing role of financial motives, financial markets, financial actors and financial institutions in the operation of the domestic and international economies".
The changes on the commodity markets fuelled by financialisation are most visible while analysing the prices of commodities in comparison to price changes of other financial assets. The notable rise of number of contracts after year 2005 was enabled by various factors, with growing presence of financial investors in commodity markets, rising value of assets in global economy or increasing demand for primary commodities named as leading ones. Nevertheless, there is also one important factor, not mentioned yet which strongly influenced the commodity trading in recent years. According to the report prepared by Dwyer, Gardner and Williams (2011) the increase of volume of opened contracts has its origins in technological changes on commodity markets, predominantly due to the development of high frequency trading -HFT with usage of algorithmic trading. HFT trading was firstly introduced on commodity exchanges in 2005, when that innovative way of trading started already to play an important role on equity markets (Bichetti and Maystre, 2012). This information can be quite well described by the data on figure 4, which presents futures contracts on WTI Oil. After introducing electronic trading, the volume of contracts increased over three times, while in the meantime the possibility of electronic trading effected in the decrease of non-electronic trade almost two times. Financialisation is present in almost all markets in the global economy and commodity markets are not free of it either. Its influence on commodity markets is undoubted. The arising number of investors originating mainly from financial markets introduces new motives of pumping capital on the commodity markets as well as new channels of undertaking investments. This combined with ascending usage of high frequency trading (HFT) and algorithmic trading results in increasing price volatility. This new market environment raises the cost of hedging risks for traditional actors such as producers, processors or merchants. Moreover these changes lead to a decrease of market transparency (Żelazny, 2014) .
Proper analyzing of trade on commodity markets requires understanding of the term of speculation, and especially the role of excessive speculation. Speculation is an inseparable part of trading on exchanges. It can be defined as the holding of a net position, either long or short, in the expectation of a positive return (Working, 1960) . By that, we should note that speculation means buying an asset (here commodity) not for current consumption, but for future use from economic point of view due to anticipating the direction of price change (Fattouh et al. 2013 ). On the other hand we have hedging, which means undertaking transactions in a commodity futures market for reasons related to the use of physical commodities in company's (hedgers') operations, including processing, merchandising, and marketing of the commodity (Alquist and Gervais, 2013). As emphasised by Staritz and Küblböc (2013) , speculation itself is necessary to maintain functioning of commodity markets, and enable hedging activities, simply to be the counterparty for hedgers. Nevertheless, an inadequate or excessive level of speculation (exceeding the need of traditional hedgers) may lead to distortions of price dynamics that may cause problems. Quantifying excessive speculation is not easy, as there is no clear indication of such practices. Determining, whether speculation is excessive does not depend on who engages in speculation, rather on volumes of trade but it is also not clear to what extent, since big operators can trade high volumes of commodities. Fattouh et al. (2013) underlines, that there is no operational definition of excessive speculation, although in public debate it is considered as self-explanatory. Most commonly, it is named as speculation that is not required for proper functioning of the market, sometimes even recognised as market manipulation. Although, it is important to stress that speculation and manipulation are distinct phenomena and that increased financialization of commodity markets does not mean that market manipulation increases. According to Fattouh et al. (2013) , there is no widespread evidence of market manipulation in recent years.
Creating new regulations within the European Union
While the world economy flourished with recovery after the dotcom bubble crisis in 2001 and 2002 (which affected mainly the developed countries), there was little interest to create new regulations since everything seemed to be working just fine. However, things changed after the subprime mortgage crisis in the year 2007 and 2008. The main surveillance entities from the United States and the European Union were facing severe problems with market transparency and liquidity, that is why they took a greater look in the shape of the financial and commodity markets in order to avoid similar economy disruptions. The European Union is still working on a new governance of these markets (the United States work will be described in latter parts of this paper). (Sutcliffe, 2013) .
Due to complexity of the
What is important the two agencies involved in work on commodity markets regulations exchange their findings and proposals with each other in order to create coherent regulations. What is more, several private and multinational organizations contribute to forge new governance, for example the Commodity Markets Council and International Organization of Securities Commissions.  persons who only deal on own account (unless they are market makers or deal outside a regulated market or a multilateral trading facility ("MTF") as a systematic internaliser);  persons whose main business consists of dealing on own account in commodities and/or commodity derivatives (provided they are part of a non-financial group);  persons who deal on own account in financial instruments or who provide investment services in commodity derivatives or in other prescribed derivative contracts to clients of their main business, provided that this is an ancillary activity of their main business.
Current framework
Nevertheless, as reality during the subprime mortgage crisis reflected this regulation had flaws and did not prevent market abuses. The political leaders within the G20 summits in 2009 in Pittsburgh and in 2011 in Cannes added an important input to the urge for new legislation (EC, 2012). There was a need to curb the excessive speculation on commodity derivatives markets.
Proposed regulations
The new regulations based on the review of MiFID and the introduction of the European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR  central clearing for certain classes of OTC derivatives;  application of risk mitigation techniques for non-centrally cleared OTC derivatives;  reporting to trade repositories;  application of organisational, conduct of business and prudential requirements for CCPs;  application of requirements for Trade repositories, including the duty to make certain data available to the public and relevant authorities.
The changes within MiFID II concern mainly the reconsideration of exemptions from the regulation, as well the scope of it (including the area of trading and position limits). In contradiction to MiFID from 2004, the exemption for entities whose main business is dealing on own account in commodity derivatives has been removed. However, there are still 15 privileged types of entities being out of scope of MiFID, all of them seem to be reasonable with regard to the traditional market traders and other similar counterparties.
The ancillary activity exemption will be retained in MiFID II, although in a slightly modified form. This exemption will be available to businesses which (EC, 2014a):  deal on their own account in investments (but other than by executing client orders);  provide investment services, other than dealing on own account, in commodity derivatives or emission allowances or derivatives thereof to the customers or suppliers of their main business; only to other group companies.
The above exemptions are only possible with assurance that those businesses do not apply high-frequency trading, notify annually the relevant authority that the usage of exemption is considered within above frames and ancillary to their main business. In MiFID II, there is also a new requirement that sufficiently liquid standardised derivatives have to be traded on organised trading venues such as regulated markets (RMs), multi-lateral trading facilities (MTFs) or newly proposed category of organised trading facilities (OTFs), which can be an electronic platform. Moreover, the MiFID II extends transparency requirements to non-equities bonds, derivatives, structured finance products (SFPs), emission allowances. There is also a necessity of pre-trade transparency (trading venues to provide a bid/offer spread and depth of trading interest on a continuous basis during normal trading hours), as well a post-trade transparency (the trading venue must make public price, volume and time transaction executed as close to real time as technically possible).
MiFID II also regulates position limits on the markets, and describes them as "quantitative thresholds for maximum size of positions in commodity derivatives" (EC, 2014a). Along with position limits, position reporting is required for:  members and participants of trading venues (RMs, MTFs, OTFs) to report to the trading venue their positions and those of their clients;  trading venues:
o to make public a weekly report of aggregate positions held by different categories of traders; o Provide competent authorities with a complete breakdown of positions upon request;  categories of traders: investment firms, investment funds, other financial institutions, commercial undertakings, emission allowance auction operators.
As mentioned earlier, another governance implemented is the MAD II/MAR package responsible for preventing from market abuses. In comparison to MAD, the new legislation extends the scope of regulations to (EC, 2014b):  instruments traded solely on MTFs and the new category of OTFs (whereas today MAD applies to instruments admitted to trading on Regulated Markets only)  related over-the-counter traded financial instruments which may impact the underlying market e.g. CDS;  emissions allowances;  spot commodity markets which impact financial instruments and vice versa.
Moreover, MAD II introduces an obligation for exchange of information and cooperation between financial and commodity regulators. The proposal includes suspicious transaction reporting to order and OTC transactions. In addition to that, it strengthens surveillance against market abuse since it creates a single rulebook enforced by national administrative sanctions. It requires the EU Member States to introduce criminal sanctions for international insider dealing and market manipulation.
On the other hand, overregulation of commodity trading, for example via position limits that are too broad not only can reduce the flow of information on futures market but also impede speculators access to it, diminishing the ability of the futures markets to perform their essential functions (CME, 2010). The proposed regulation from one end is an attempt in good direction, in order to curb excessive speculation, but in the same time is a bit vague, since it does not impose stiff boundaries of what is allowed and what is forbidden in commodity trading. (Cohan, 2013 ). This decision is contradictory to the aim of the Dodd-Frank Act, since these entities operate with vast amounts of money, often on their own accounts. Thus, the US legislation, despite being a strict regulation in the beginning, is systematically softened, due to lobby from the biggest players on commodity markets.
Standardisation of OTC traded derivatives -futurisation of swaps
The subprime mortgage crisis depicted that even the biggest investment banks can be insolvent. This was like an alarm bell for the entities involved in the commodity over-thecounter markets, since investment banks were the main counterparts on the markets, the swap dealers as the counterparty risk became visible. The commodity OTC markets observed an immediate substantial outflow of capital. The trade value decreased from over 14 trillion USD to 4 trillion USD only within the second half of 2008. Since then, the trade value have levelled between 3 and 4 trillion USD (BIS, 2014).
This capital did not vaporise but headed to regulated commodity exchanges. It became possible because many new derivatives were introduced into the markets. This contracts were not completely new, they became categorised as futures but formerly traded as swaps. This is called the futurisation of swaps. This phenomenon was broadly debated within a discussion panel held by the CFTC in January 2013 (CFTC, 2013). The futurisation of swaps brings operational benefits of ease termination of the contract and ability to use existing infrastructure and technology of commodity exchanges. Moreover it enables the avoidance of regulations related to swap dealing such as: registration as a swap dealer, fulfilling business conduct requirements and disclosing and reporting of swap data (Shilts, 2013 ).
Futurisation of swaps is possible, since the Dodd-Frank Act does not differentiate between swaps and futures in terms of economic uses or purposes. Futures are described as standardised products designed and listed by futures exchanges, cleared and traded on regulated futures exchange. Swaps under Dodd-Frank Act on the other hand can be standardised or customised and also cleared and traded either on regulated futures exchanges or on swap execution facilities. What is noteworthy, the same derivatives product can be listed as a future or a swap in the apprehension of this regulation (Shilts, 2013 ).
In addition to that, the biggest commodity exchanges, such as for example the CME Group constantly introduce new futurised swaps, mainly on commodity price indices. In the end of October 2012 the CME Group offered the following swaps on commodity indices (CME, 2013):
 S&P GSCI Excess Return Index 2 Month Forward Swap,  S&P GSCI Excess Return Index 3 Month Forward Swap,  S&P GSCI Excess Return Swap,  S&P GSCI Enhanced Excess Return Swap,  S&P GSCI Gold Excess Return Swap,  GSCI Crude Oil Excess Return Swap,  Dow Jones-UBS Commodity Index Swap.
Conclusion
In the first decade of XXI century there were many structural changes on commodity markets. Financialisation of commodity markets appeared to be a result of numerous factors such as structural changes of the world economy, introduction of complex derivatives, abundance of cheap capital and growing willingness in trading commodities by the financial investors. In its consequences, financialisation leads to an increase in price volatility and bigger costs of hedging for traditional actors such as producers, processors or merchants. It decreased the market transparency and even may be blamed for several disruptions in food and fuel supply in the developing countries.
Establishing a new regulatory framework towards commodity markets took the European Union over six years from the beginning of the subprime mortgage crisis, and however already created, it has not yet come into force. The governance introduced by the MiFID II and MAD II directives includes position limits, fewer exemptions, pre-and post-trading reporting, obligatory clearing and many more. Undoubtedly, this new surveillance laws are justified, difficult to omit for excessive speculators and focused on assuring effective and liquid markets mostly for traditional actors.
